This study simulates the behavior of a jet issuing into a two-layer density-stratified fluid in a cylindrical tank and the resulting mixing phenomena. The upper and lower fluids are water and an aqueous solution of sodium chloride (NaCl), respectively, with the lower fluid issuing diagonally upward from a nozzle on the bottom of the tank. The angle between the centerline of the jet and the tank bottom is 60˚. The phenomena when the Reynolds number Re of the jet is 475, 1426, and 2614 are simulated. The mass concentration of the aqueous solution of NaCl is 0.02. The simulation successfully grasps the jet behavior and the resulting mixing, which agree with the authors' experimental results at the corresponding Re value. The secondary flows that appear in the horizontal cross-sections consist of a pair of vortices and flows along the tank wall. The secondary flow at the density interface represents the intrusion of an internal density current, which gives rise to mixing along the interface.
Introduction
To efficiently store liquefied natural gas (LNG), many kinds of LNG from different production areas are stored in the same LNG tank. As the density of LNG is specific to the production area, density stratification sometimes occurs when one batch of LNG is loaded on top of another batch of LNG in the same storage tank. Density-stratified LNG frequently becomes unstable over time because of variations in temperature and composition. When the density of the lower LNG layer becomes lower than that of the upper layer, sudden mixing, known as rollover, occurs. Rollover generates large amounts of vaporized gases, which cause severe damage to the storage tank due to over pressurization. Thus, the prevention and elimination of LNG stratification is essential for the operation of LNG storage tanks.
Mixing phenomena of density-stratified fluids induced by a jet in tanks have thus far been studied via laboratory-based experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] . One of the authors [5] performed a laboratory-based experiment to investigate a jet issuing into a two-layer density-stratified fluid in a tank and the resulting mixing phenomena. The upper and lower fluids were water and an aqueous solution of sodium chloride (NaCl), respectively, and the lower fluid issued vertically upward from a nozzle on the bottom of the tank. The experiment confirmed that the behavior of the jet relative to the density interface is determined by the Reynolds number Re of the jet and the mass concentration of the lower fluid. It also clarified the mixing phenomena caused by the jet. The authors [6] also conducted a numerical simulation under the same conditions as those in the previous experiment [5] and confirmed the validity of the simulation method.
The authors' abovementioned experiment and simulation were performed to investigate the behavior of a jet issuing vertically upward from a nozzle on the bottom of a rectangular tank. LNG storage tanks have a cylindrical shape, and a jet frequently issues diagonally upward from a nozzle on the bottom of the tank.
In a cylindrical tank, a jet colliding with the wall of the tank is considered to flow along the wall, producing circulating flow in the tank. To investigate such secondary flow and the resulting mixing phenomena via a laboratory-based experiment, the authors [7] studied the behavior of a jet issuing diagonally upward from a nozzle mounted on the bottom of a cylindrical tank. The upper and lower fluids were water and an aqueous solution of NaCl, respectively, and the lower fluid issued from the nozzle. The angle between the jet centerline and the bottom of the tank was 60˚. The investigation revealed secondary flows in horizontal cross-sections of the tank. It also clarified the effect of the Re value of the jet on the behavior of the jet and the resulting mixing phenomena.
This study aims to complement the authors' experimental investigation [7] . It simulates a jet issuing diagonally upward from a nozzle into a two-layer density stratified fluid in a cylindrical tank and the resulting mixing phenomena. The flows in the central vertical cross-section of the tank passing through the jet centerline and the horizontal cross-section at the density interface are favorably clarified. The simulations numerically demonstrate the effect of Reynolds number of the jet on progress of mixing.
Basic Equations and Numerical Method

Governing Equations
This study simulates a jet issuing into a two-layer density-stratified fluid con-Journal of Power and Energy Engineering sisting of water and an aqueous solution of NaCl in a tank. The simulation uses the Boussinesq approximation, which assumes that the effect of the difference in density appears only in the gravitational term. It also employs the immersed boundary (IB) method [8] to represent the wall of the tank. In this case, the mass and momentum conservation equations are expressed as:
where ρ w and ν are the density and kinematic viscosity of water, respectively, and g is the gravitational acceleration. The final term on the right-hand side of Equation (2) is a penalization term [8] for non-slip conditions on the wall of the tank, and λ, χ, and u s are the penalization parameter, mask function, and velocity of the wall, respectively.
The density ρ in Equation (2) is given by the following equation:
Here, C and ρ s are the concentration and density of NaCl, respectively, and C is governed by the following convection-diffusion equation:
where κ is the diffusion coefficient of NaCl.
Numerical Simulation Method
Equations (1) and (2) are solved by the simplified marker and cell (SMAC) method [9] . To solve Equation (4), the constrained interpolation profile (CIP) method [10] is employed so as to capture accurately the density interface of the density-stratified fluid.
The mask function χ on the right-hand side of Equation (2) Because χ, as given by Equation (5), is not continuous at the wall of the tank, this study uses a revised mask function χ 1 instead of χ to guarantee continuity: represented by the IB method using Equation (6) . Non-slip conditions are imposed on the tank bottom and side wall, whereas slip conditions are applied at the upper boundary. At the nozzle exit, a parabolic distribution is assigned to the velocity. The value of Re is defined by dU 0 /ν, where U 0 is the mean velocity at the nozzle outlet and ν is the kinematic viscosity of water. The time increment Δt is 0.0125d/U 0 , and the penalization parameter λ is set at 1/Δt.
Computational Condition
The authors [7] conducted an experimental study of the behavior of the jet and the resulting mixing phenomena under the same conditions as those in the present simulation. They revealed that the jet behavior relative to the density interface can be classified into three patterns (Pattern A, Pattern B, and Pattern C) according to the value of Re. The patterns for different Re values are listed in Table 2 . Pattern A: The jet reaches the interface without penetrating it but spreads almost horizontally outward along the interface.
Pattern B: The jet penetrates the interface but does not reach the upper water surface. The top of the jet falls back to the interface and spreads horizontally without penetrating the interface again.
Pattern C: The jet reaches the upper water surface, spreads along the surface, and falls back to the interface.
The authors' experimental study [7] captured images of the flow in the central vertical cross-section (y = 0) passing through the jet centerline. Figure   3 shows images for Re = 475, 1426, and 2614, which represent Pattern A, Pattern 
Results and Discussion
Behavior of Jet Relative to Density Interface and Its Classification
The jet velocity, which is expressed in non-dimensional form in terms of the mean velocity U 0 at the nozzle outlet, is distributed as shown in Figures 4-6 . When a fluid with a density of ρ reaches a density interface from the outside, it flows in a horizontal direction along the interface if the condition ρ 1 < ρ < ρ 2 is satisfied, where ρ 1 and ρ 2 are the densities of the upper and lower fluids, respectively [11] . Such flow is recognized as the intrusion of an internal density current. An example of this type of flow can be observed in the temperature-stratified water of a dam reservoir when muddy water mixed with sand flows into the reservoir and reaches the density interface. The secondary flow along the density interface simulated in this study corresponds to the intrusion of an internal density current.
Concentration Distribution and Comparison with Experimental Results
The distributions of the concentration C for Pattern A, Pattern B, and Pattern C are shown in Figures 9-11 , respectively. The results for the central vertical cross-section passing through the jet centerline (y = 0) and those for the density interface (z/d = 6) are depicted. Figure 9 shows the distributions at Re = 475 for Pattern A. The jet reaches the density interface without penetrating it. In the central vertical cross-section, the jet pushes the interface up locally. To the right of this location, the concentration decreases slightly because the downward flow entrains the upper fluid. Mixing is hardly induced by the jet. At the density interface, the concentration reaches its maximum value at the locations where the jet reaches the interface. The change in concentration within the interface is not remarkable. These phenomena are due to the secondary flow.
The simulated concentration distributions in the central vertical cross-section shown in Figures 9-11 agree with the experimentally visualized distributions [7] shown in Figure 3 , which demonstrate the validity of the simulation method. 
Effect of Re Value on Progress of Mixing
To estimate the progress of mixing in the tank, the root-mean-square of the concentration C, namely C rms , is calculated for the central vertical cross-section by the following equation:
where C i is the value of C at computational grid point i, N is the number of grid points, and C is the mean value of C in the cross-section. The value of C rms decreases during the course of mixing. 
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C), the increase is almost the same as that at Re = 1426, although the value of C is higher. In the cases of Pattern B and Pattern C, the change in mean concentration in the horizontal cross-section in the upper fluid is independent of the value of Re after a certain period of time, which is similar to the result for C rms shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15 .
Conclusions
The behavior of a jet issuing into a two-layer density-stratified fluid in a cylin- 
